
2022 Intermediate & Elite Dress Rehearsal Info

ELITE- Sunday, April 10th- Shelby Studio- See time chart for detailed schedule
INTERMEDIATE- Tuesday, April 26th- Shelby Studio- 7:45-9:30

All intermediate and elite dancers must be there promptly on time with hair and makeup
complete, in normal dance attire.  After your dancer’s last routine is complete, they are free to
leave.

★ Company hair and full makeup will be required for each routine - it will be checked for
performance on this day.  Eyelashes are required for elite and intermediate dancers. If
your dancers hair/make-up needs improvement, they will get a note sent home to help
improve it.

★ In addition to wearing makeup, bring your makeup & eyelashes with you to be checked.

★ Hair in a low bun with a part over the center of the left eye. See hair document & video

★ Costume must be in a clear garment bag with name, phone number, and dance studio
on it.

★ Correct tights and shoes must be worn for each number (see chart). Not old shoes!
Dancers need to wear their competition shoes!

★ Initials should be inside all dance shoes, not on the bottom of the shoe.

★ Label EVERY costume piece (including headpieces) with dancer’s name and initials. Do
not use permanent marker directly on fabric please.

★ Students must have dance attire to dancin, because they may not be wearing their
costume the whole time. Elite dancers should come in dance clothes.  Intermediate
students should come dressed in their Lyrical costume.

★ No parents will be allowed to assist with changes.  We like the kids to work together
during this rehearsal.

★ WATER BOTTLES ONLY & a snack for those who have a long day.

★ If there are any costume changes or problems, we will notify you directly.

★ Soloists should do their dress rehearsal in one of their solo time slots with their teacher.


